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SCSU tobacco ban
begins phase one
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

Those who use tobacco on
the campus of SCSU are in for a
change. Tobacco use will be limited to designated areas as of the
ÅZ[\WN )]O][\
¹7V)]O][\[\aW]_QTTÅVL
signs going up around campus that
[Ia[UWSQVOITTW_MLQVLM[QOVI\ML
IZMI[WVTaº[IQL5IZa*WVOMZ[I[sistant director of human resources. “There will be areas that will
JMKTMIZTaUIZSMLI[LM[QOVI\ML
\WJIKKW][MIZMI[6W\R][\[UWSQVOJ]\ITT\WJIKKWº
The designated areas are step
one of a two-step plan to ban all
NWZU[WN \WJIKKWWVKIUX][Ja
)]O][\WN VM`\aMIZ
*WVOMZ[[IQL¹AW]¼TTVW\QKM
that all the receptacles on campus will be removed from where
\PMaIZMVW_]VTM[[\PMaIZMQVI
designated use area. The ones that
_QTTJMZMUW^ML_QTTJM\ISMVWNN 
WN \PMQZ_ITT[WZ_PMZM^MZ\PMaIZM
and put in a designated tobacco
use areas. There will also be sevMZITMUIQT[KWUQVOW]\\W[\]LMV\[

State
government
shuts down

[\INN IVLNIK]T\aIJW]\\PMKPIVOM
\PI\_QTTPIXXMVWV)]O][\ÅZ[\º
<PMLM[QOVI\MLWVTa[UWSing came into effect after SCSU
ZMKMQ^MLUWVMaNZWU5V;+=\W
run a three-pronged approach to
ZMM^IT]I\M\PMXZM^QW][[UWSQVO
XWTQKa<PMIXXZWIKPMVLMLQVI
[\]LMV\^W\ML]ZQVO\PM;/)MTMK\QWV[TI[\aMIZ
;[IV:IJIIVIJ][QVM[[
UIRWZI\;+;=IVL[UWSMZ[IQL
¹<PI\¼[I\ZW]JTML\PQVO1\PQVS
\PMa[PW]TLPI^M\PM[UWSQVOIZMI
NWZ\PM[\]LMV\[?PMVaW]PI^M
I[]UUMZKTI[[aW]_IV\\WOW
W]\[QLMIVL[UWSM?M_QTTVW\JM
IJTM\WLWIVa\PQVOº
;UWSMZ[_QTTVW\PI^M\W_WZZa
IJW]\OM\\QVO[UWSQVO\QKSM\[L]ZQVO\PM\ZIV[Q\QWVaMIZ
*WVOMZ[[IQLIJW]\MVNWZKMUMV\¹?PI\_MM`XMK\_QTTPIXXMVQ[\PI\[WUMWVM_QTTXZWJIJTa
[\WX[UWSMZ[IVLZMUQVL\PMU
that it is a tobacco-free campus
M`KMX\LM[QOVI\MLIZMI[IVLXWQV\
out the nearest designated area
\W\PMU1\¼[OWQVO\WJMI\TMI[\
L]ZQVO\PM\ZIV[Q\QWVIZMILQNÅK]T\

Staff Report

6HH%+-$.,/!!"#$

807<7+7=:<-;A7.;+;=
51+0)-4:=6A766-?;-,1<7:

;+;=_QTTJMI[UWSMNZMMKIUX][I[WN .ITTWN 

<PMVM_\WJIKWJIV_QTTJMOQVQ\[ÅZ[\XPI[MWV)]O][\[\
placing designated smoking areas around the campus area.

Department of campus involvement created
Staff Report

The reorganization of academic and program structure at SCSU has resulted in major
KPIVOM[NWZ\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZWOZIU,MXIZ\ment and the Center for Student Organizations
IVL4MILMZ[PQX,M^MTWXUMV\+;74,
The two departments have joined forces to
JMKWUM\PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN +IUX][1V^WT^Mment.
)KKWZLQVO\WIXZM[[ZMTMI[MJa\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\aKWUJQVQVO\PM[M\_WLMXIZ\UMV\[¹KZMates opportunities for more collaboration and
improved service to students and the entire
KIUX][IVL;\+TW]LIZMIKWUU]VQ\QM[º
<PMUIRWZIZMI[QV\PMVM_,MXIZ\UMV\
WN +IUX][1V^WT^MUMV\_QTTJM+Q^QK-VOIOMUMV\=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZWOZIU*WIZL;\]LMV\
7ZOIVQbI\QWV[/ZMMS4QNM+IUX][8ZWOZIU[
and Spirit Groups.
<PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZWOZIU*WIZL=8*Q[
one of the largest student-driven organizations

on campus.
8ZWOZIU[[]KPI[VI\QWVIT[XMISMZ[TQ^M
U][QK^Q[]ITIZ\[M`PQJQ\[IVLTI\MVQOP\M^MV\[
PI^MJMMVJZW]OP\\WKIUX][Ja=8*QV\PM
past.
=8*_QTTKWV\QV]M\WJZQVO[]KPM^MV\[\W
KIUX][_Q\PQV\PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN +IUX][
1V^WT^MUMV\
+;74,WVKM_WZSML\WPMTXIL^Q[M[\]LMV\
WZOIVQbI\QWV[/ZMMSTQNMIVL^IZQW][KIUX][
events. Under the new department all of the
same areas will be covered.
<PMVM_+Q^QK-VOIOMUMV\IZMI_QTTNWK][
WV[MZ^QKMTMIZVQVO^WT]V\MMZQVOIVLKWUU]VQ\a[MZ^QKM
+IUX][8ZWOZIU[_QTTJM\PMIZMIQV
charge of organizing large inter-department
KIUX][M^MV\[[]KPI[0][Sa3QKS7NN
4MUWVILM+WVKMZ\IVL)Z\.IQZIVL.IUQTa
?MMSMVL
The Student Organizations area will be
[QUQTIZ\W+;74,QVQ\[MNNWZ\[\WOM\[\]LMV\

WZOIVQbI\QWV[ZMOQ[\MZMLI[[Q[\_Q\PTMILMZ[PQX
training and providing resources for student
organizations along with adviser support.
/ZMMS4QNM_QTTJM\PMIZMIQV\PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN +IUX][1V^WT^MUMV\\PI\I[[Q[\[
with advertising for the SCSU sororities and
fraternities.
The Spirit Group area will focus on supporting various spirit teams on campus including the cheer team and the dance team.
*W\P+;74,IVL=8*PI^MWKK]XQML
UW[\WN \PMVWZ\P[QLMWN \PMÅZ[\ÆWWZQV\PM
)\_WWL5MUWZQIT+MV\MZ
<PMVM_,MXIZ\UMV\WN +IUX][1V^WT^MUMV\_QTTVW_WKK]Xa\PQ[IZMIQV)\_WWL
Some programs and services will be movQVOIZW]VL_Q\PQV\PMWNÅKM[\PI\\PM\_WWTL
LMXIZ\UMV\[PMTL<PQ[ZMWZOIVQbI\QWVWN WNÅKM
[XIKM[_QTTJM\\MZ[MZ^M\PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN 
+IUX][1V^WT^MUMV\

6HH&'(")*+',*!!"#$

Cowboy Jack’s to replace The Rox, Tavern
Samantha South
NEWS EDITOR

+W_JWa2IKS¼[[ITWWVIVL
KW]V\Za_M[\MZVZM[\I]ZIV\_QTTJM
M`XIVLQVOQV\W;\+TW]LZMXTIKQVO<PM:W`6QOP\KT]JIVL<PM
Tavern bar.
,W_V\W_VJIZ[<PM:W`
Nightclub and The Tavern bar
KTW[MLWV5WVLIa
¹1\_I[IXTIV\WKTW[M\PM:W`
IVL<I^MZVº[IQL*ZIL1ZMTIVL
owner of the building that housed
\PMJIZ[¹1\_I[WVIUWV\P\W
UWV\PTMI[MI\\PQ[XWQV\º
<PM:W`6QOP\KT]JIVL<PM
Tavern have been a venue down-
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town on St. Germain Street the
XI[\NM_aMIZ[XZW^QLQVOTQ^MU][QKNWWLIVLLZQVS[\WK][\WUMZ[

JMZMXTIKQVO\PM:W`IVL<I^MZV
¹)[\PMJ]QTLQVOW_VMZ_M¼ZM
\ZaQVO\W[MM+W_JWa2IKS¼[KWUQVOQVIVL\PI\¼[[WUM\PQVO1¼^M
JMMV\ITSQVO\W\PMUIJW]\NWZ
Y]Q\M[WUM\QUMº1ZMTIVL[IQL
¹?MSVM_\PI\Q\_I[IVWXXWZ\]VQ\aJ]\Q\_I[JI[MLWV_PI\
)IZWVLMKQLML\WLWIVL_PMVPM
LMKQLML\WTMI^MQ\_I[IXXIZMV\
that this was going to be a great
WXXWZ\]VQ\a\PI\_I[OWQVO\WJMI
_WVLMZN]TILLQ\QWV\WLW_V\W_Vº
<PM:W`IVL<I^MZVIZM\PM
[IUM^MV]MJ]\OMVMZITTaIZM
[MXIZI\MLQV\W\_WXTIKM[+W_JWa
2IKS¼[_QTTJMKWUJQVQVO\PM\_W

With a change in pace to the
LW_V\W_V[M\\QVO1ZMTIVLM`plained that bringing in a change
of pace was needed.
¹<PM<I^MZVIVL\PM:W`PI^M
JMMVPMZMNWZITWVO\QUMIVL1
\PQVSVW_Q\_I[\QUMNWZ[WUM\PQVOVM_º1ZMTIVL[IQL
*IZW_VMZ)IZWV;ITbMZ_I[
unreachable for comment on the
JIZKTW[QVOJ]\J]QTLQVOW_VMZ
*ZIL1ZMTIVL[IQLQ\_I[ILMKQ[QWV
)IZWVPILLMKQLML\WUISM
)KW]V\Za_M[\MZV\PMUMLJIZ
IVLZM[\I]ZIV\+W_JWa2IKS¼[_QTT 6HH!"#$%!!"#$

Revolution 5

51+0)-4:=6A766-?;-,1<7:

Cowboy Jacks will replace
The Rox in the fall.

*W[KPINIUQTaUIV
8IOM
<PM*MI\TM[\ZQJ]\M
band Revolution 5
XTIaML\PMQZÅZ[\\PMI\MZ[PW_I\8QWVMMZ
8TIKMTI[\_MMS

<PM5QVVM[W\I[\I\MOW^MZVUMV\
PI[[P]\LW_V5IVaOW^MZVUMV\
facilities deemed non-essential have
been closed until the budget can be
agreed upon.
The state government has shut
LW_VJMKI][M/W^5IZS,Ia\WV
IVL:MX]JTQKIVTI_UISMZ[IZMI\
WLL[W^MZ\PM[\I\M¼[\_WaMIZJ]LOM\
,Ia\WVPI[XZWXW[MLIXTIV\PI\
_W]TLQVKT]LMI\I`QVKZMI[MWV\PM
_MIT\PQM[\XMZKMV\WN 5QVVM[W\IV[
<PMXTIV_W]TLZIQ[M  JQTTQWVNWZ
ILLQ\QWVIT[XMVLQVO/78TMOQ[TI\WZ[
rejected the plan.
The Republican-led legislature
XZWXW[MLI JQTTQWVLWTTIZJ]LOM\
_Q\PVW\I`QVKZMI[M[J]\,Ia\WV
vetoed it.
<PM5QVVM[W\IKWV[\Q\]\QWV
requires that the budget be balIVKMLJMNWZM\PM[\I\MKIV[XMVLIVa
UWVMa<PMWVTaLMXIZ\UMV\\PI\
ZMKMQ^MLITTWKI\QWV[Q[\PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN )OZQK]T\]ZM
5IVaOW^MZVUMV\[MZ^QKM[PI^M
been deemed non-critical and are
K]ZZMV\TaKTW[ML<PMNWTTW_QVO[MZvices are closed:
;\I\M8IZS["<PM,6:PI[[P]\LW_VXIZS[\WNWK][WVXZQUIZaN]VK\QWV[WVTa<PM[MN]VK\QWV[QVKT]LM
conservation law enforcement and
the care of hatcheries.
;\I\M<W]ZQ[U7NÅKM"<PM[\I\M
\W]ZQ[UWNÅKMQ[VW\KWV[QLMZML\WJM
I^Q\ITN]VK\QWVJa\PM/W^MZVUMV\
and has shut down.
Child Care Services: Subsidized
LIaKIZMPI[TW[\W]\I[IKZQ\QKIT
ZM[W]ZKMNWZ5QVVM[W\I
)TTTQKMV[QVOJWIZL[QVKT]LQVO\PM
,5>"<PQ[QVKT]LM[M^MZa\PQVONZWU
V]Z[QVOTQKMV[M[\WÅ[PQVOTQKMV[M[
:WIL_WZS":WILUIQV\MVIVKM
IVL_WZSNWZ\PM[]UUMZPILJMMV
deemed non-critical. There will be
MUMZOMVKaZWIL_WZSPW_M^MZ
The entire government is not
[P]\\QVOLW_V5IVa[MZ^QKM[PI^M
been deemed essential. These services include:
5V;+;=")TTKWTTMOM[IVL]VQ^MZ[Q\QM[\PI\NITT]VLMZ5V;+=_QTT
be able to function throughout the
[]UUMZ[M[[QWV5V;+=PI[[\I\ML
\PI\Q\PI[MVW]OPUWVMa\WWXMZI\M
into fall.
.WWL[\IUX[IVLUMLQKITI[sistance: These services are federITTaUIVLI\MLIVL\PMZMNWZMU][\
remain open.
State prisons and law enforcement agencies: Law enforcement has
been deemed a critical asset and will
KWV\QV]M\WN]VK\QWVVWZUITTa
.]VLQVONWZ\PMTMOQ[TI\]ZM"<PM
legislature will still receive funding for
Q\¼[[M[[QWV_PQTM\PM[\I\MOW^MZVUMV\
is shut down.
;\I\M\I`KWTTMK\QWVIOMVKQM[_QTT
IT[W[\IaWXMV
=VMUXTWaUMV\XIaUMV\NWZ
VWV[\I\MMUXTWaMM[_QTTJMIJTM\W
remain open.
4IQLWNN [\I\MMUXTWaMM[_QTTJM
IJTM\WKWTTMK\]VMUXTWaUMV\_PQTM
the shutdown is in effect. State emXTWaMM[KIVIXXTaNWZ]VMUXTWaUMV\
J]\\PW[M_PWPI^M_WZSMLW^MZ
PW]Z[TI[\_MMS_QTTVW\JMKWV[QLMZML
]VMUXTWaML]V\QT5WVLIa2]Ta
;\I\MMUXTWaMM]VQWV[PI^M
reached a bargain that will allow the
MUXTWaMM[\WZMKMQ^MN]TTPMIT\PQV[]Zance while the shutdown is in place.
,Ia\WV[IQL\PI\PMIVLTMOQ[TI\WZ[_MZM JQTTQWVI_IaNZWU
resolving their budgeting differences.

8IOM
)][\IV*W[KP
SCSUs baseball
XTIaMZ\ITS[IJW]\
his childhood and
aspirations
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Cowboy Jacks
Continued from Page 1
into one large venue and restaurant downtown.
“We’ve been working on different areas for a long time,” said director of marketing for
the After Midnight Group, Jesi Mosny. “When this opportunity came available, we decided to
take it.”
According to the TAMG’s (The After Midnight Group) website, they are a multi-concept
ZM[\I]ZIV\UIVIOMUMV\IVLKWV[]T\QVOÅZU\PI\VW\WVTaWXMZI\M[J]\IT[WLM[QOV[IVL
constructs various restaurant, bar, and nightclub concepts. The After Midnight Group runs
Cowboy Jack’s and other venues similar in theme.
Cowboy Jack’s has a saloon-type atmosphere, featuring a full menu, live music, and happy
PW]Z[XMKQIT[<PMaIZM_MTTSVW_VNWZ\PMQZZQJ[IVL\PMXMIV]\[PMTT[WV\PMÆWWZ
Their menu consists of fresh rotisserie chicken, gourmet burgers, pot pies, soups, salads,
steaks, chops, seafood, and specialty desserts.
¹?M¼ZMKWV[QLMZMLI[ITWWV[W_MLMÅVQ\MTaL]ZQVO\PMLIaKI\MZ\W\PMJ][QVM[[UIVIVL
family, so we serve a full menu, however at night we do have two happy hours,” Mosny said.
Happy hour includes $2 select drinks, $2 select beers, and half-price select appetizers 3
p.m. to 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. until midnight seven days a week.
For others who will be out late at night, Cowboy Jack’s also provides live music certain
nights during the week.
“It’s usually country, classic rock, rock, that kind of feel,” said Mosny. “We kind of incorporate both.”
;\+TW]LQ[VW\\PMÅZ[\KQ\a\WZMKMQ^MI+W_JWa2IKS¼[<PMaK]ZZMV\TaIZMR][\QV5QVVM[W\IIVL_QTTJM\PM\PQZL+W_JWa2IKS¼[J]\\PMÅN\P+W_JWaXZWXMZ\a<PMZMQ[I+W_JWa
Jack’s in Plymouth, Cowboy Slim is in Uptown, Cowboy Saloon is in Circle Pines, and one
recently opened Cowboy Jack’s in Bloomington.
The new venue and restaurant will also need new staff as they start renovation for to the
building.
As for when the new place will open, Mosny said sometime in the fall.
“We are very excited to be coming to St. Cloud and think we will be a great addition,”
Mosny said. “We cater to everyone, whether you are there with your co-workers, your family,
or hanging out with your friends in our bar area.”
&nbsp;“We’ve been working on different areas for a long time,” said Director of Marketing for the After Midnight Group, Jesi Mosny. “When this opportunity came available, we
decided to take it.”
According to the TAMG’s (The After Midnight Group) website, they are a multi-concept
ZM[\I]ZIV\UIVIOMUMV\IVLKWV[]T\QVOÅZU\PI\VW\WVTaWXMZI\M[J]\IT[WLM[QOV[IVL
constructs various restaurant, bar, and nightclub concepts. The After Midnight Group runs
Cowboy Jacks and other venues similar to this theme.
Cowboy Jacks is a saloon-type atmposhpere, featuring a full menu, live music, and happy
PW]Z[XMKQIT[<PMaIZM_MTTSVW_VNWZ\PMQZZQJ[IVLXMIV]\[[PMTT[WV\PMÆWWZ
Their menu consists of fresh rotisserie chicken, gourmet burgers, pot pies, soups/salads,
steaks, chops, seafood, and our specialty desserts.

MICHAEL RUNYON / NEWS EDITOR

The Rox/Tavern closed its doors to the public last Monday.

¹?M¼ZMKWV[QLMZMLI[ITWWV[W_MLMÅVQ\MTaL]ZQVO\PMLIaKI\MZ\W\PMJ][QVM[[UIVIVL
family, so we serve a full menu, however at night we do have two happy hours a day,” Mosny
said.
Happy hour includes $ 2 select drinks, $2 select beers, and ! price select appetizers 3 p.m.
to 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. until midnight seven days a week.
For others who will be out late at night, Cowboy Jack also provides live music certain
nights during the week.
“It’s usually country, classic rock, rock, that kind of feel,” said Mosny. “We kind of incorporate both.”
;\+TW]LQ[VW\\PMÅZ[\KQ\a\WZMKMQ^MI+W_JWa2IKS[<PMaK]ZZMV\TaIZMR][\QV5QVnesota and will be the third Cowboy Jacks, but the 5th Cowboy Property. There is a Cowboy
2IKS[QV8TaUW]\P+W_JWa;TQUQ[QV=X\W_V+W_JWa;ITWWVQ[QV+QZKTM8QVM[IVLWVMR][\
opened Cowboy Jacks in Bloomington.
The new venue and restaurant will also need new staff as they start renovation for to the
building.
Mosny and one of the other Cowboy Jacks managers will be doing open interviews Tuesday, July 12th at Caribou Coffee (2423 W Division Street St Cloud MN) from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
As for when the new place will open, Mosny said sometime in the fall.
“We are very excited to be coming to St Cloud and think we will be a great addition,”
Mosny said. “We cater to everyone, whether you are there with your co-workers, your family,
or hanging out with your friends in our bar area.”
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Smoking

Continued from Page 1
and mainly peer-enforced.
There are policies and procedures students must follow.
Any other policy they violate, it would follow the same path.
If it’s an employee, staff or faculty it will be reported to their
supervisor.”
The designated areas will include all types of tobacco.
Chewing tobacco will be allowed in designated areas only.
There are twenty designated areas around buildings on
campus.
Rabaan said, “I try to stay away from people who don’t
smoke when I smoke. People don’t like secondhand smoke
and it’s not good for them. I think they have to have the
smoking area. It’s better than being able to smoke everywhere.”
Students, faculty, staff and community members will all
be prohibited from using tobacco in non-designated areas.
Smoking will be allowed in personal vehicles parked on
campus.
“We’re trying to make the signs as clear and obvious as
possible because we have a lot of the general public visiting us,” Bongers said. “They aren’t getting the emails and
brochures addressing the change in policy. I think that we try
to focus around the athletic events. There should be extra
signage where we have extra exposure to the general public.”

Continued from Page 1

New staff positions have been given in order to support
the new department’s new structure.
Jessica Ostman, the previous director of UPB, is now
the director of campus involvement.
Beth Kunutson-Kolodzne, who once was in charge of
Volunteer Connection, is the new associate director for
civic engagement and campus programs.
The new assistant director for campus programs is
Stuart Umberger. Previously, Umberger was the assistant
director of fraternity/sorority programs and leadership
programs in CSOLD.
Jess Lauritsen, the previous assistant director of student
organizations for CSOLD, is now the associate director for
UPB and student organizations.
The new assistant director for UPB and student organizations is Janice Courtney, who held a similar position
before the reorganization.
As the Department of Campus Involvement continues
to develop, more changes will be seen at SCSU.
MICHAEL RUNYON / NEWS EDITOR

Tobacco use will be prohibited at certain areas in
August.

Opinions
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Discrimination with
new smoking policy

Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

As August approaches, I cannot
help but notice how many SCSU students smoke. These students are being
discriminated against.
*aLMÅVQ\QWVLQ[KZQUQVI\QWV
means: treatment or consideration of,
or making a distinction in favor of or
against, a person or thing based on the
group, class, or category to which that
person or thing belongs rather than on
individual merit; the process by which
two stimuli differing in some aspect are
responded to differently; the quality or
XW_MZWN ÅVMTaLQ[\QVO]Q[PQVOIVL\PM
act, practice, or an instance of discriminating categorically rather than
individually.
Tobacco users are being catego-

ZQbMLQV\WI[XMKQÅKOZW]XIVL\PM
non-tobacco users are being favored
by restricting the use of tobacco on
campus.
The University and the government are taking away individual rights
of the American people.
I understand the harm smoking or
chewing tobacco can have on a person
but that is their prerogative, they know
the risks and chose to take them.
Other people take risks with their
lives on a daily basis and we don’t tell
them they cannot do it. Skydiving, rock
climbing, scuba diving and swimming
in the ocean can all be dangerous and
we do not outlaw these activities.
Some critics comment on the effect
of second hand smoke.
First off, smoking outside is not going to kill someone 5o feet away.
Second, if someone is bothered by
the smoke in a certain area due to a
person smoking the person can choose
to leave, but the majority of the time
they just sit there and complain about
the situation without doing anything
about it.
As for previous smoking legislation such as not smoking with children
in a vehicle, the government is once
again telling parents how to raise their
children.

If one is concerned about the
health of children then the government should limit the amount of junk
food parents allow their children to
consume. They should create menus
that parents must follow to provide a
well-balanced diet for their children,
create a schedule for physical activity
and limit the amount of TV children
watch.
But the government hasn’t done
that because parents are “allowed” to
ZIQ[M\PMQZKPQTLZMV\PM_Ia\PMa[MMÅ\
As for the current policy going to
be in effect on the SCSU campus, the
University is telling the thousands of
students that call SCSU home (students that live on campus) that they
are not allowed to smoke in or around
their home.
The United States has always
considered the man’s home his castle
or a woman’s home her castle, hence
why we have laws in effect for people
to defend their homes. At the same
time these students cannot use tobacco
in or around their home but are able to
defend it with deadly force?
This to me is discrimination. Smokers are becoming the most discriminated group of people in the country
today.

Homeopathy is dangerous

Chris Bremseth
COLUMNIST

In this age of homeopathic revival and psuedoscience,
it has become more important
than ever to focus on the ideas
that brought us to our current
levels of understanding about
the world: rationality and
skepticism.
Let me preface this by
stating that I have no qualms
with beliefs in the privacy
of one’s own home or in the
streets of cities. I believe that
actions taken by people to do
what they think is right is their
right as a citizens of our great
nation, however different
from my beliefs they may be.
It is important to recognize,
however, how the actions of a
few impact the lives of many,
especially in the interconnected and media rich world
we live in today.
Skepticism and rationality have recently been used as
curse words, wielded against
the people that think differently than others when it

comes to religious beliefs,
[XMKQÅKITTaN]VLIUMV\ITQ[\
Christians against the New
Atheist movement that has
sought to remove a perceived
ZMTQOQW][QVÆ]MVKMNZWU\PM
government and politics of
these United States, as well as
around the world.
It is time for us to move
away from the idea that
skepticism shall only be relMOI\ML\W\PML]\aWN ÅOP\QVO
the unwinnable war against
religious belief, and towards
the idea that we may all work
together to remove the ideas
that plague all of our people,
no matter who may be watching over us or not.
The hydras of pseudoscience and homeopathy run
rich in our history as a species,
mostly by charlatans of “natural” remedies that use large
words describing non-existent
ideas primarily to those of
little education or wealth.
Recently, there has been
an outburst of these “natural” remedies in the general
public, even among those who
are well educated.
While it may be true that
these remedies are “natural”
in some sense of the word,
they are no more a remedy
than drinking hot soup to heal
a broken leg.
The worst and most undesirable effect of this revival
is the appearance of homeopathic remedies on pharmacy
shelves, a place that was once

reserved for cures that had
been tested and proven to
JMMNNMK\Q^MJa\PM[KQMV\QÅK
method.
Homeopathy is the idea
that through dilution of a solvent in water, those who have
fallen ill can be made well
again by drinking the solution.
While this idea may sound
reasonable, through our lens
of skepticism, we are able to
see that it is in fact false and it
is only the placebo effect that
has taken hold.
For example, a medicine
may be placed in water and
reduced to less than ten percent ratio of medicine to water ratio, for the homeopath
believes that the more diluted
the substance, the more effective the “remedy.”
<PQ[LMÅM[\PMTI_[WN 
common sense in every way.
Take common drinking
water.
Now imagine everything
that water has come into
contact with ever since its
introduction to the water cycle
millions of years ago.
Wouldn’t illness have been
wiped out by now due to the
dilution ratio of the billions of
substances in the water being
so incredibly low?
Remembering my statement before of respecting
beliefs until they encroach on
the health of others, I proceed
to my next point, and biggest
beef with practitioners of
alternative medicine such as

homeopathy; advising against
the use of vaccinations.
Vaccinations for every individual are an important part
of how we live today, especially due to our close quarters
and social lifestyles. This is
because of the herd immunity
theory, or the idea that chains
of infection can be broken by
individuals in the community
developing a resistance to the
illness (what a vaccine does).
The alternative medicine
and popular media crowds
have been spreading untruths
about vaccines like they lead
to autism, allergies, multiple
sclerosis or sudden infant
death syndrome, all of which
are false.
This has led to parents
to being reluctant to getting
their children vaccinated and
has led to a surge in cases of
measles, the number of cases
rising to 152 cases across the
USA just this year from 75
cases for the entire year of
2010.
If we are not careful, the
spread of lies and pseudoscience can take over and demolish what we have become as
IXMWXTM\PZW]OP[KQMV\QÅK
inquiry.
In short, get yourself and
your children vaccinated, buy
some real medicine and really
think about what the people
around you say.
Your life may depend on
it.

Quote of the Day

“Nothing gold can stay.”
Robert Frost

Summer stinks
Summer is often
thought of fondly by most
Minnesotans, especially
during the winter on those
cold February mornings
when it takes ten minutes
to scrape the ice off the
windows of the car.
Recently, however, daydreams of pleasantly warm
summer days have turned
into a nightmare due to the
Hannah Swift
heat wave in central MinASSOCIATE EDITOR
nesota last week.
The high temperatures, which reached the 90s for a few days, were a helpful
reminder of why fall and winter are much better times of
the year.
The following are all of the reasons summer is mostly
just annoying and the second worst season (no one really
likes spring, as it is barely a season and therefore automatically in last place).
A car becomes a very dangerous place during a hot
summer day. Remember playing the hot lava game as a
child, where you couldn’t touch the ground because it
was made of lava? That just happened in your car; every
metal, plastic, leather, pleather thing turns to hot lava.
Especially beware of the seat belt buckles, accidentally
sitting on one is an unpleasant experience.
The steering wheel can get a little too hot to handle,
so those gloves you have left in your back seat from winter
may actually be useful. Oven mitts are a good alternative.
Oven gloves are an even better alternative.
Another annoying thing that happens in summer that
many ladies will be able to sympathize with is when the
back of legs stick to a leather seat.
Wherever shorts, skirts, or dresses can be found, there
too will be a thigh sticking to a restaurant booth seat.
Peeling a thigh off a seat usually isn’t too terrible unless
you are unlucky enough to also be suffering from sunburn.
Sunburn is an evil instrument of self torture. It is easy
to avoid by simply putting on some sunscreen, but the
draw to get a tan often outweighs the logic of making a
good decision.
Many times people turn a nice shade of lobster, but it
should turn into a tan someday, right?
When sunburn strikes it makes you feel much warmer
than you probably already were. This can heighten sweating and not wanting to touch anyone, a few other things
that are an issue in the summer.
Sweating is gross. There are many varieties of sweating,
often depending on the area where the sweat derives from
or the amount.
Someone once said, “Girls don’t sweat, they glisten.”
That statement is false. That person has obviously not
been around a college dormitory in the summer that has
no air conditioning.
Sweating can be smelly and wet, which aren’t exactly
attractive qualities.
This leads me to my next point: it is not as nice to
touch people during the summer.
In winter, nothing is better than getting cozy with a
[QOVQÅKIV\W\PMZ*]\QV\PMP]UQL[]UUMZUWV\P[JMQVO
close to another body just gets too hot sometimes and not
in a good way.
There are several other things about summer that make
it the worst season: bugs, bug bites, ice cream melting so
fast that you can’t enjoy it, humidity, having to shave your
legs all the time, and the list goes on.
But perhaps the most annoying thing about summer
Q[Q\UIZS[\PMMVLWN \PMÅ[KITaMIZNWZI5QVVM[W\I[\I\M
government that can’t seem to get its act together.

Advertisers must choose message more carefully
Kyra Loch
COLUMNIST

It is common knowledge that
XMWXTMIZMINNMK\MLIVLQVÆ]MVKML
greatly by advertising.
While most advertisements just
try to promote their product on
consumers, some can cause more
damage.
Certain advertisements can be
harmful and impressionable on
people; this is why advertisers should
think of the impact of their messages
instead of just trying to encourage
consumers to purchase their product.
Yoplait yogurt has recently
agreed to pull one of their more

recent commercials that the National
Eating Disorders Association claims
promotes behaviors of an eating
disorder.
In the commercial, a woman is at
the fridge staring at a cheesecake. We
hear her bargaining with herself over
whether she can have a slice.
She is coming up with reasons
and agreements in order to allow
herself to eat the cheesecake, such
as she has been “good” that day, or
maybe if she eats a small slice and
eats celery afterwards the calories will
somehow cancel each other out.
Another woman walks up and
OZIJ[IKPMM[MKISMÆI^WZMLaWO]Z\
that happens to be sitting next to the
IK\]ITKPMM[MKISM<PMÅZ[\_WUIV

mentions the second one has lost
weight, and guiltily grabs a yogurt as
well.
While Yoplait has agreed to pull
the ad, they have other commercials
that are very similar that promote the
same eating disorder habits.
There are at least two more
commercials where the subject eating
or choosing the “unhealthy” food is
made to feel guilty and shamed into
grabbing the yogurt instead, while
the other subject boasts about losing
weight.
Showing these thought patterns
and behaviors that are usually associated with eating disorders when
advertising what is seemingly a
“healthy” food product should not be

used in advertisements.
By portraying a woman agonizing over a piece of cheesecake or
other dessert and making excuses
about eating it, the commercial shows
women this is common behavior
when they are trying to make healthy
decisions.
It is not the way to promote
healthy eating, especially when the
product one is advertising is not that
healthy.
Yogurt is a healthier option compared to most other snacks; however,
_PMV[]OIZIVLW\PMZIZ\QÅKQITÆI^WZ[
are added to it to make it taste like
cheesecake and other desserts, it
makes it more on the unhealthy side.
While trying to promote a

healthy snack that causes weight loss,
they are actually promoting something that is almost as unhealthy as
the dessert they are comparing it to.
Advertisers are aware of how
impressionable they can be on
consumers, but they may be causing
more harm then they think. They
should be more careful with how they
choose to promote their products.
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Revolution 5 ‘gets back’ to The Beatles
Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Revolution 5, a Beatles tribute
JIVLXMZNWZUML\PMQZÅZ[\M^MZ
\PMI\MZ[PW_I\\PM8QWVMMZ8TIKM
?MLVM[LIaM^MVQVO
<PMXMZNWZUIVKM_I[KITTML
¹<PM4WVOIVL?QVLQVO:WIL"
.ZWU;]TTQ^IV\W)XXTMºIVL
[PW_KI[MLMIZTa*MI\TM[[WVO[\PI\
were featured on the “Ed SulTQ^IV;PW_ºQV\PMÅZ[\PITN IVL
\PMVU][QKNZWU\PMQZTI\MZ[\]LQW
ITJ]U[QV\PM[MKWVLPITN
<PMOZW]XUILM]XWN Å^M
TWKITU][QKQIV[PI[XMZNWZUMLI\
UIVa^MV]M[QVKMV\ZIT5QVVM[W\I
[QVKM\PMQZNWZUI\QWVQV
)IZWV*IZ\PMT_PWXTIa[
O]Q\IZSMaJWIZLPIZUWVQKIIVL
[QVO[ITWVO_Q\P4W]Q[?QV[SW_[SQ
_PWXTIa[O]Q\IZSMaJWIZLIVLIT[W

sings, formed the band when they
found that they shared a love for
<PM*MI\TM[¼U][QK
/ZIV\0IISMRWQVML\PMOZW]X
I[TMIL^WKITQ[\[PWZ\TaIN\MZ*IZ\PMT
IVL?QV[SW_[SQLMKQLML\WOM\I
\ZQJ]\MJIVL\WOM\PMZ4I\MZLZ]UUMZ+PIZTQM8PMWVQ`IVLJI[[Q[\
2WPV<M\ZI]T\RWQVML\PMJIVL
KZMI\QVO:M^WT]\QWV
¹1\\ISM[Å^MWN ][\WKW^MZ
the four of them,” Pheonix said,
M`XTIQVQVO_Pa\PM:M^WT]\QWV
LMKQLML\WPI^MÅ^MUMUJMZ[M^MV
\PW]OP<PM*MI\TM[WVTaPILNW]Z
;WUMWN \PM[WVO[\PMaXMZNWZUMLQVKT]LML¹)TT5a4W^QVOº
“This Boy,” “Yellow Submarine,”
IVL¹4]KaQV\PM;Sa_Q\P,QIUWVL[º
<PMTW^MWN *MI\TM[¼U][QKIVL
their diverse fan base are the main
ZMI[WV[_Pa\PMOZW]XLMKQLML\W

0)66)0;?1.<;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Lead singer Grant Haake sang many of the Beatles’ hits.

JMKWUMI\ZQJ]\MJIVL
¹<PMa¼ZM\PMOZMI\M[\ZWKS
OZW]XQV\PMPQ[\WZaWN \PMU][QK
NWZUº8PMWVQ`[IQL¹?M¼ZMITT
ZIJQLU][QKNIV[IVLI\[WUM\QUM
in our lives we thought about being
QVI\ZQJ]\MJIVL\PI\XIa[\ZQJ]\M
\W\PMOZMI\[º
?PMVI[SML_PI\\PMQZNI^WZQ\M
*MI\TM[¼[WVOWZITJ]U_I[ITTWN 
the band members had different
IV[_MZ[JMKI][M<PM*MI\TM[PIL
[]KPI_QLM^IZQM\aWN [W]VLNZWU
ITJ]U\WITJ]U
¹<PM*MI\TM[ZMITTa_MZMV¼\
\WOM\PMZ\PI\TWVOIVL\PMaKW^MZML
[]KPI[XIVWN [W]VLIVL\PMaJI[QKITTaKZMI\ML\PMQZW_VOMVZM_PQKP
JMKIUMZWKSIVLZWTTº0IISM[IQL
¹-^MZaWVMIN\MZR][\KWXQML\PMUº
Pheonix and the other members
of Revolution 5 said they have difNMZMV\\I[\MQVU][QKJ]\\PI\<PM
*MI\TM[Q[WVMOZW]X\PI\XZW^QLM[
[WUM\PQVONWZM^MZaWVM
“We all have a lot of differMV\U][QKITQVÆ]MVKM[J]\\PMZM¼[
\PI\WVMKWUUWV\PZMILWN <PM
*MI\TM[º8PMWVQ`[IQL
4MIL[QVOMZ/ZIV\0IISM[IVO
UIVaWN \PM*MI\TM[¼PQ\[
0IISMXIZ\QK]TIZTaTQSML\PM
idea of being in a Beatles tribute
JIVLJMKI][M\PMa_MZMI^MZa
QVÆ]MV\QITOZW]XQV\PMZWKSIVL
ZWTTOMVZM
¹<PM*MI\TM[\WWS\PM\PQVO[
\PI\XMWXTMTQSM-TQ^Q[IVL:Wa7ZJQ[WV[\IZ\MLZWKSIVLZWTTIVLVW\
WVTaXTIaML_Q\PQ\J]\IL^IVKML
it in the short time that they were
\WOM\PMZº0IISM[IQL
Even though Revolution 5 has
been together only for a few years,
hey have been able to learn many
WN \PM*MI\TM[¼[WVO[IVLXMZNWZU

REVIEWS

0)66)0;?1.<;<)..807<7/:)80-:

The members of Revolution 5 performed Beatles favorites at
Pioneer Place last week.

NWZ[M^MZITLQNNMZMV\I]LQMVKM[
The Beatles tribute band is
¹<PM\PQVO\PI\QUXZM[[M[UMI[ JWWSMLNWZIVW\PMZXMZNWZUIVKMI\
_MOWIKZW[[\WLQNNMZMV\^MV]M[Q[
\PM8QWVMMZ8TIKMWV)]OIVL
XMWXTM[Ia»2MMb1LQLV¼\SVW_\PM
I\"XU
*MI\TM[XTIaML\PI\[WVO1ZMITTa
MVRWaMLQ\¼º*IZ\PMT[IQL

UW^QMOIUMITJ]UJWWS\PMI\MZ

‘Sisterhood’ comes to an end
RATING:
Melanie Ovel

<PMXTIVQVKT]LM[\PMNW]ZUMM\QVO]XIVL
[XMVLQVOI_MMSZM^Q^QVO\PMNZQMVL[PQXZMILMZ[PI^MIT_Ia[SVW_V\PMNZQMVL[PQX\PI\\PM
XIV\[SMX\\WOM\PMZ
“Sisterhood Everlasting,” written by Ann
<PM_MMSLWM[VW\OWI[XTIVVMLIVL\PM
Brashares, gives the Sisterhood of the TravelNZQMVL[IZMTMN\\WXQKS]X\PMXQMKM[WN \PMJZWQVO8IV\[[MZQM[IÅVITKPIX\MZ
SMVNZQMVL[PQX_Q\PW]\\PMXIV\[IVL_Q\PW]\
)N\MZ\PMQVNIUW][\ZI^MTQVOXIV\[_MZM
IKT]MPW_\WKWVVMK\\PM\QM[\PI\JQVL
TW[\QV/ZMMKM<QJJa*ZQLOM\+IZUMVIVL
4MVIJMTQM^M\PMQZNZQMVL[PQXKIV_Q\P[\IVL
<PMJWWSOQ^M[IVWTLMZXMZ[XMK\Q^MWV\PM
IVa\PQVO0W_M^MZaMIZ[TI\MZ\PMNZQMVLOQZT[OWQVO\PZW]OPPMIZ\JZMISTW[[IVL\PM
[PQXQ[JZWSMV
PIZL[PQX[\PI\TQNMPI[\WWNNMZ<PQ[NWTTW_[\PM
*ZQLOM\TQ^M[QV;W]\PMZV+ITQNWZVQI_Q\P
\PMUM[WN \PMÅZ[\NW]ZVW^MT[\WI<J]\\PM
PMZTWVO\MZUJWaNZQMVL-ZQK_PQTM+IZUMV
OQZT[IZMTWWSQVO\PZW]OP\PMMaM[WN _WUMVQV
PI[UILMQ\QV\PMIK\QVO_WZTLIVLQ[IZMO]TIZ \PMQZTI\M\_MV\QM[
WVIXWX]TIZ\MTM^Q[QWV[PW_4MVIQ[\MIKPQVO
Sisterhood Everlasting brings forth the
QV:PWLM1[TIVLI\\PMKWTTMOM[PMI\\MVLML
readers who have followed the series as they
IVL<QJJaQ[PITN_IaIKZW[[\PM_WZTLQV)][PI^MOZW_VWTLMZ\PMQVNIUW][NZQMVL[PQXJ]\
\ZITQI_Q\P*ZQIVPMZTWVO\MZUJWaNZQMVL
I\I\QUMQV\PMQZTQ^M[\PI\\PMÅZ[\ZMILMZ[KIV
1\Q[IXZMLQK\IJTMIVL[WUM_PI\]V[I\ZMTI\M\W\PMOQZT[I[\PMaLQLQVPQOP[KPWWT
Q[NaQVOJMOQVVQVOM[XMKQITTaIN\MZ\PMNZQMVL[
*ZI[PIZM[X]TT[ZMILMZ[ITWVO\_Q[\QVO
XZWUQ[ML\PI\\PMa_W]TLVM^MZJZMISIXIZ\QV IVL\]ZVQVO\PMXTW\OQ^QVO\MIZ[PMIZ\JZMIS
the end of “Forever in Blue,” the fourth install- TI]OP\MZ\W\PMM^MZTI[\QVONZQMVL[PQX\PI\\ISM[
UMV\WN \PM[MZQM[<PMJWWSNWTTW_[\PM\PMUM ITW\UWZM\PIVLQ[\IVKM\WJZMIS1\Q[IOZMI\
WN PQOP[KPWWTNZQMVL[LZQN\QVOIXIZ\#VWUI\\MZ ÅVQ[P\W\PM[MZQM[IVLIVIUIbQVOZMILJMOQVPW_KTW[M\PMa_MZMM^MVQN \PMaPILSVW_V
ning to end, with laughter, tears and familiar
MIKPW\PMZ\PMQZMV\QZMTQ^M[
KPIZIK\MZ[\PI\UIVaPI^MOZW_V\WTW^M
?Q\P\PQ[QVUQVL\PMJWWSNWTTW_[\PZMM
WN \PMNW]Z[\IZ\QVO_Q\P+IZUMV[WUM_PI\
TM\LW_VJa\PMLW_V[QLMWN \PMIK\QVO_WZTL"
ITTWN \PM_IQ\QVO1\Q[ZM^MITML\PI\[PMQ[MVOIOML\WIVM`MK]\Q^MI\)*+2WVM[+IZUMV
IXXMIZ[ZM[\TM[[QVPMZTQNM]VKWUNWZ\IJTM_Q\P
_PI\[PMPI[JMKWUM
4MVIQ[QV\ZWL]KMLVM`\;PMIXXMIZ[[IL
TWVMTaIVLPMIZ\JZWSMVW^MZTWVO\QUMTW^M
IVLNIUQTaNZQMVL3W[\W[3W[\W[_PWU4MVI
UM\QV\PMÅZ[\JWWSPI[JMMVQVIVLW]\WN 
PMZTQNMNWZaMIZ[VW_VM^MZ[M\\TQVOVWZUISQVOJQOOM[\]ZM[\WÅVITTaJM\WOM\PMZ
*ZQLOM\IXXMIZ[VM`\)[_QTLIVLI[
KZIbaI[M^MZ*MMQ[TQ^QVO_Q\P-ZQKUW^QVO
NZWUIXIZ\UMV\\WIXIZ\UMV\TWWSQVONWZ\PM
XMZNMK\XTIKM\WTQ^MIVLWV\PM[QLMX]\\QVO
many of their belongings on the street to give
\W\PM¹TM[[NWZ\]VI\Mº
)N\MZ\PMÅZ[\\PZMMIZMZMQV\ZWL]KML\W
ZMILMZ[\PMNW]Z\P_I[M`XMK\ML\WKWUMJ]\
\PMJWWSLQLVW\ZMQV\ZWL]KM<QJJaI[[PMPIL
JMKWUMM[\ZIVOMLNZWUPMZNZQMVL[NWZ\_W
years after she and Brian moved to Australia
NWZPQ[RWJ
It is mentioned that Tibby has sent
[WUM\PQVOQV\PMUIQTNWZMIKPWVMWN \PMU
807<7+7=:<-;A7.)66*:);0):-;
?7:,8:-;;+75
IVLTI\MZ_MÅVL\PI\<QJJa[MV\\PM\PZMM
XTIVM\QKSM\[_Q\PILM[\QVI\QWVWN ;IV\WZQVQ
The last installment in the ‘Travel/ZMMKM#\W4MVI¼[LMKMI[ML/ZIVLXIZMV\¼[
ing Pants’ series leaves the sisters as
PW][M
women.
BOOK REVIEW

807<7+7=:<-;A7.)4<;7=6,;+75

Digitalism experiements with the genre of European dance music.

Digitalism’s latest album
original yet true to genre
Chris Bremseth
ALBUM REVIEW

<PMIX\TaVIUML/MZUIVLIVKMU][QK
L]W,QOQ\ITQ[UPI[MUMZOMLNZWU\PM[\]LQW
_Q\P\PMZMTMI[MWN \PMQZ[MKWVLITJ]U¹1
4W^MAW],]LMº
<PQ[ZMTMI[MNW]ZaMIZ[IN\MZ\PMQZÅZ[\
PWXM[\WUIQV\IQV\PMZMX]\I\QWV\PMaPI^M
J]QT\WV\PMQZ[XMK\IK]TIZTaLWVMZMUQ`M[IVL
WZQOQVIT_WZS\PMaPI^MZMTMI[MLM[XMKQITTa\PM
PQ\[QVOTM¹8WOWº
,QOQ\ITQ[UPI[[\aTML\PMU[MT^M[IN\MZ\PM
[\aTM[WN W\PMZ[]KKM[[N]TIK\[TQSM,IN\8]VS
<PM?PQ\M;\ZQXM[+]\+WXaIVL\PMNW]VLMZ[WN \PMUWLMZVMTMK\ZWVQKOMVZM,MXMKPM
5WLM
<PMÅZ[\\ZIKS¹;\ZI\W[XPMZMºLQ[XTIa[
\PMQZ,IN\8]VS[\aTM_Q\PI[W]VLZMTI\Q^M\W
,IN\8]VS¼[W_V¹,Q[KW^MZaºMZI<PM[\ZWVO
bass line with the distorted synth and the light
^WKIT[ZMTMOI\M\PQ[[WVO\W_PI\PI[JMKWUM
M`XMK\MLWN -]ZWXMIVLIVKMU][QK_Q\PTQ\\TM
ZWWUNWZQVVW^I\QWV
¹0MIZ\[º_ITS[ILQNNMZMV\ZWIL\PIV
¹;\ZI\W[XPMZMº<PQ[\QUM,QOQ\ITQ[UMUXTWaMLIO]Q\IZ_Q\P\PM[aV\PIVLILLMLTaZQK[
\W_PI\PILJMMV]V\QT\PQ[XWQV\IVQV[\Z]UMV\ITITJ]U4QSMUW[\LIVKMU][QK\PM
TaZQK[IZMV¼\LMMXWZUMIVQVON]TJ]\\PMaILL
IVMKM[[IZaLMX\P\W_PI\_W]TLW\PMZ_Q[MJM
IZ]VWN\PMUQTTQVLQMZWKS\ZIKS
¹+QZKTM[º\ISM[\PMMTMUMV\[WN \PMÅZ[\
\_W[WVO[IVLUMTL[\PMU\WOM\PMZ\WKZMI\MI

RATING:

\ZIKS\PI\[MMU[\WPI^MITZMILaOWVM\PZW]OP
\PMZMUQ`XZWKM[[1\NMI\]ZM[IKKMV\ML[aV\P[
\PI\WKKI[QWVITTaW^MZ\ISM\PM^WKIT[I\ZMVL
KWUUWV_Q\P[WVO[\PI\PI^MJMMVZMUQ`ML
Ja,QOQ\ITQ[UQV\PMXI[\<PI\JMQVO[IQLQ\Q[
VQKM\W[MM\PI\IVIZ\Q[\PI[\PM^MZ[I\QTQ\a\W
use many instruments and the devotion to not
R][\K]\I\ZIKSIVLXTIKMQ\WV\PMITJ]UJ]\
ZMITTa_WZSI\UISQVOQ\_PWTM
¹)V\QJQW\QK[ºQ[I\ZIKS\PI\Q[[\ZIQOP\
W]\WN I/MZUIVLIVKMKT]J1UIOQVM\PM
UW[\[\MZMW\aXQKIT-I[\MZV-]ZWXMIVLIVKM
KT]J\PI\aW]KIVIVL\PQ[Q[\PM[WVO\PI\Q[
XTIaQVOQV\PMJIKSOZW]VL<PM^WKIT[_Q\P
\PMLMMX^WQKM\PMPMI^a[aV\PIVL\PMKZIba
JI[[TQVMZ]VZIUXIV\QV\PQ[\ZIKS1\Q[UW[\
LMÅVQ\MTa\PM[\IVLW]\LIVKM\ZIKSWV¹14W^M
AW],]LMº
<PMVM`\WVMWV\PMITJ]U¹2][\/IbQVº
Q[\PMJM[\_Ia\WLM[KZQJM_Pa\PQ[OZW]XQ[
NIUW][<PMZMIZM[WUIVaLQNNMZMV\\aXM[
WN [W]VL[QVKWZXWZI\MLQVKT]LQVOINMUITM
^WKITQ[\QVNIT[M\\W\PI\Q[XIQZML_Q\PILMMX
JI[[IJMI]\QN]TUQ`NWZIVa[WVO<PMaIT[W
QV\ZWL]KMI[\MMT[\ZQVOMLO]Q\IZ\PZW]OPW]\
\PM[WVOUISQVO\PQ[IKZW[[OMVZM^MV\]ZM
,QOQ\ITQ[UVM^MZNIQT[\WQUXZM[[_Q\P\PQ[
WVM<PMaVM^MZ[\Ia_Q\PQV\PMQZW_VOMVZM
IVL\PMQZMIOMZVM[[\WXTIa_Q\P\PMJW]VLIZQM[Q[MI[a\WPMIZ_Q\PQVM^MZa\ZIKS)VaWVM
\PI\M^MVZMUW\MTaTQSM[,IN\8]VSWZIVa
W\PMZ-]ZWXMIVMTMK\ZWVQKOZW]X_W]TLJM
UQ[[QVOW]\WV\PMN]\]ZMQN \PMaLQLV¼\W_V
\PQ[ITJ]U
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0LUDFOH/HDJXHSXWVÕDQJHOVÖRQWKHßHOG
Christian Bursch

\PM5M\ZW4QWV[JMKIUMQV^WT^ML
:WKSa2WPV[\WV[XMIZPMILML\PMKWV
[\Z]K\QWVXPI[M¹?Q\PW]\PQ[QV^WT^MUMV\
Children with limited mobility are
_M_W]TLV¼\PI^M\PMÅMTL\WLIaº3VIXMS
ÅVITTaIJTM\WXTIaJI[MJITTWV\PMQZW_V
[IQL
ÅMTL
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Braxton Wiebusch from the Metros bats without assistance. Players are given a
variety of options for assistance including batting help.
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Kyle Shrupp from the Metros waits by
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player makes it home and both teams
win.
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Husky baseball’s Bosch is a family man
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